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There are different kinds of when . lj ! is always about future .

This surah is talking about the victory which hasn't yet occurred

i.e conquer of Makkah.

€6 II. :&.I %
When the gates of the
walled cities got opened Tgi t.M.tw
while conquering . The

word for victory became %É @i '§
?

Doer 2 Outside doer 1 66@

When the help of Allah (SWT) comes E. the opening .( Victory) .

Ism Aalah gli
" % Ji
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Wwi→ 1 'D It ( You know those ppl) [specific group]
( ppl of Makkah)

2 ÉTUI µ ( All people) [ Humanity , People at large
( All ppl in Arabia) in a region]

* it's meaning is contextual *

MAFOOL HAAL

ix. IF I → Ahmed stood up laughing ( two

actions happening at same time)

* Most of the time, Haat is present tense but Ism Faail

or Mafool can be used as well *

¥6 IF % → Ism Faail Mansoot as Haat

i

of Ism t-aaili.ru:155?W?.wilJs
* Plural so Haat of An-naas (Nlafool)

* Of it was singular , it would be the Haat of Doer

JOJI TI@b.%ef-i.biz. a.JI i:&

F.NjJb

And (when) you see the people entering the Deen of Allah (SWT)
in droves.is → large groups,

droves of ppl '

!15 II. s , 'jrÉ's ④5
multiple ethnicities '

j I Is
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II I Iii
it is not mafool Mutlaq here .



Purpose of Nlafool Mutlaq
1. It has the same meaning as the Fill that it reinforces.

¥5 I_rÉ
6=5 :&

2. To describe. no . of times act happened or something specific
about the act.

;i÷sñi
3. ÉÉµ I _É

9 hit Ahmad as Maryon hits him .

W1EÉ
9 slept like 9 was dead .

HAAL WITHIN HAAL

Jumla Filiya

Jumla Filiya

Haat of joy
.

Haat of

gut

→ When
. . . .

( short)

→ Then . . . .

(Jawab -us -short)



si 'm! sg rig
Tasbeeh→ To remove any

-41061 ↳ i
thoughts or words about

Allah ( SWT) that are not appropriate Pronoun (8) is omitted

for Him. ( Removal of all negative
here rather noun with

idafa is used ( balaghat)
shirk→ violation of Perfection of Allah (SWT)

Hand → Focusing /Adding positive

so
, declare perfection by praise of your Rabb/ praising

Your Rabb
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